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WATCH OUT! THE BULL IS ABOUT 		
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DR GAYLE PEDERSEN

I would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to the
Mabula family for your support throughout the past
year.
It is you, the Mabula employees who establish our
reputation as a provider of high-quality services, and I
thank you all for your continued dedication and great
work throughout the year. Your expertise, creativity
and initiative allow Mabula to continually improve our
standing in the tourism industry. Congratulations on a
job well done!
To all our Wholeowners, you have continued to
dedicate your time and efforts to truly be “friends
of Mabula” and indeed friends of our beloved fauna
and flora by continuing to be passionate about this
beautiful reserve of ours.
A special thanks to our Board of Directors; your
guidance and vision have enabled Mabula to respond
to opportunities and challenges in our industry, and to
determine Mabula’s future direction.
On behalf of the Reserve Management team, I wish
everyone a merry Christmas and a prosperous and
happy new year. Enjoy the summer holidays and time
spent with your loved ones.

Kobus

Spring is officially the season of love, and although we
have just moved into Summer, there is still a lot of love
in the air on Mabula. Particularly rhino love. Our resident
dominant bull has his pick of quite a few single ladies
and he has been seen to be taking full advantage. The
term bull is reserved specifically for adult males, and
white rhinos have a social hierarchy where there will be
territorial bulls who mark and patrol their properties.
The dominant bull generally has the best territory (which
does not necessarily mean the biggest, but rather the
best quality grazing and water), and then subordinates
will start working on establishing theirs around his, being
sure not to overlap as they can get quite aggressive. You
might be seeing some of his territorial scrapings around
the reserve, where he will spray urinate on road verges
and vegetation and then scrape his feet through it to
spread his scent. He will do the same thing with dung
scraping.
There is no need for Tinder in the world of chubby
unicorns…they communicate a vast amount with each
other through smell. Middens, which are communal
rhino toilets, are an olfactory sensation celebration that
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tell rhinos exactly who has passed by recently, what their
reproductive status is, and the bull will use this information
while walking the reserve and marking what is his. Our
dominant bull currently does not have a lot of competition
so he is pretty much patrolling most of the reserve.
We are very excited about the potential for territory
markings from some of the younger males who are coming
of age. Please always let the Ecology Department know
(call signs: Gayle 9.5; Preller 9.4) if you witness territorial
behaviour from any male rhino on the reserve as we can
never be all places at once, and it might start happening
that our big boy gets a bit of competition soon.

herds of antelope roaming across the plains and that you
are able to enjoy relaxing game drives without having your
cheeks tickled by thatch grass or losing your hat on an
overhanging Buffalo thorn branch. Don’t be fooled into
thinking that these guys are glorified gardeners…they are
so much more than that.
They juggle an inordinate number of constantly evolving
priorities, and they have a passion for the bush and learning
hard skills such as grass species identification, field
surveying techniques, animal behaviour Interpretation,
invasive species control and so much more. We recently
held a modest year end awards event, where every team
member was presented with an award for what they bring
to the team as they are all worthy of recognition.

MEET THE MABULA GREEN TEAM			
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DR GAYLE PEDERSEN

You may have noticed, as you traverse the reserve, that
there are often busy worker bees in their beige Mabula
overalls clearing fallen trees, tackling overgrown road
verges with brush-cutters, driving tractors across thatch
grass plains, monitoring Big 5 game behaviour, amongst
many other tasks essential to the operations of a game
reserve. These guys are the Reserve Management Division
Ecology Team, and they are the reason we are able to see

Each award included a light-hearted and a serious trait,
such as Best Smile Award and always going above and
beyond; Deepest Thinker Award and most versatile habitatwildlife mastermind; Best Hat Award and most practical
problem solver in the veld.

Country Boutique Hotel
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We are very blessed to have this combination of personalities in our department, and they have made my first year on the
property an absolute pleasure. We hope to start developing a little library for the team in 2020, with books on plant and
animal identification, veld management, sustainable living and more, in order to nurture and develop their insatiable thirst
for knowledge and growth. In the next volume we will meet the RMD Maintenance Team…an equally colourful cluster of
characters.

HERE COMES THE RAIN, IN ALL ITS SPLENDOUR
AND GLORY (AND DESTRUCTION) 		
STORY AND PHOTOS BY PRELLER HUMAN

2019 saw above average rainfall spells at the start and
end. Initially at the start of the 2019/2020 seasonal
rainfall period, precipitation was soft and steady allowing
the herbaceous layer to capitalize and produce much
needed green shoots for the roaming Mabula ungulates
in need. Dams are now filling up, with Kai Dam already
overflowing. Seasonal pans such as Gnu Dam, Rhino Pan
and Nyati Dam are at capacity too. The veld is coming into
full bloom with the chattering of birds in the background
being a constant distraction. This time of the year makes
for truly breathtaking experiences!
Kai dam at 100% capacity

Rainfall is always welcome in whatever volume it may
fall, but unfortunately rain can also be one of the most
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devastating forces of nature. As a result of the high volumes
of rainfall received during November, the reserve did take
a few blows in the form of road and dam wall damage.
Due to the nature of the substrate that the roads are on,
some roads become unusable and have to be repaired or
closely monitored until they can be reopened. The best
way to be a water-wise, responsible reserve user, is to
slow down and drive through puddles, not around. This
gives the possible aquatic occupants time to move out of
the way, and it prevents the further damage of excessively
widening roads. Dams and their walls are subjected to
rainfall damage from time to time and unfortunately this
year Sable dam wall was on the receiving end. Luckily the
Reserve Maintenance team was quick to respond and the
dam wall was immediately placed under reconstruction.
Water logged road section on Middle road edges

Gnu dam extending its water’s edges
An extending road edge due to a puddle
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Rainfall data is grouped in two main categories at Mabula
namely, seasonal and yearly rainfall data. This allows
us to draw more concise conclusions upon which we
base our management interventions. A comparison was
done between the early wet seasons of 2018/2019 and
2019/2020 (2019/2020 figures up to 12/12/19). This
comparison is presented in the figure below and shows
that 2019 has been a better year. It is still early days and
we are full of confidence that the rest of the season will
yield much needed rainfall as long term data suggests that
January has historically been our wettest month.

The Reserve Maintenance team quick to respond

FUN AND FROLICS ON FOOT 			
STORY AND PHOTOS BY ISAIAH BANDA

Trails guiding is one of my favourite activities to conduct.
Ask a trails guide which close animal encounter will get
their heart beating fastest, and you might be surprised at
the reply. It’s not big cats. We humans are not their natural
prey, and their first impulse is to move away from us.

2018/2019 and 2019/2020 October - December rainfall data
comparison
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A rhino has to be treated with respect, but can be
approached quite close if there is cover. Elephants are good
communicators with body language, and their powerful
sense of smell means they usually know we are nearby
before we see them. No, the animal that gives guides an
adrenaline rush is the African buffalo – in particular the
bulls known as dagga boys. That’s the name given to the
ones that have separated from the herd, forced out by
stronger males. Maybe that’s why they’re permanently
grumpy?
They like to feed at night, then drink at the dam early in
the morning. In the heat of the day they search for the
shade. Their hide is dark brown or black, but often coated
in mud, which helps protect from both sun and parasites.
On the move, they are under a cloud of dust, and at rest
– in a cloud of flies. There are birds such as cattle egrets
and the red-billed Oxpeckers that have evolved to feed on
these insects, in one of nature’s many synergies. I was out
for a walk with my guests, close to Main Dam, when we
happened on a dagga bull unexpectedly.

They had been lying down in the shade behind some
bushes, heard us coming and one jumped up. He saw us at
the same moment we saw him, and we were 50m distant
and without much cover, which is not ideal. It’s known as
“unintentional contact” and is something for which trails
guides train. It’s always better to spot the animals first, to
either take a controlled approach or evasion. I immediately
told my guests to squat down and stay quiet. Presenting a
lower profile makes us look less threatening. Incidentally,
it is the opposite with big cats – if you squat before a lion
or leopard, you look more meal-sized.
They dropped down about a meter behind me, the best
place to be during a close encounter. It was a moment
to mentally recap the five rules of walking with wildlife,
which I always remind my guests of before every trail
starts: Walk in single file, keep together, stay quiet, always
follow my instructions, never run. For a minute or two,
the buffalo stared at us, and we stared back. He looked
calm, I have had many such encounters, and know that
these animals are unpredictable, their body language hard
to read. But the bull looked away, indicating he was not
feeling threatened. We stood and walked slowly away.
That was an amazing sighting.
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COURAGE UNDER FIRE 				
STORY AND PHOTOS BY PRELLER HUMAN

2019 was an exciting year as far as veld management
is concerned as the annual block burning program was
reintroduced after fire was excluded from the management
interventions on Mabula for some years. Areas are carefully
selected based on our annual grass monitoring data sets
which includes species composition,phytomass and
ecological status composition. And the implementation is
planned down to the finest detail to ensure we maintain
control of the fire at all times and no one is put at risk. The
approach to burning has three main aspects to it namely,
invasive plants, thatch grass dominance and ecological
status composition, which are all closely assessed in
connection with above ground phytomass.
The 2019 burning season specifically targeted areas
dominated by Bankrupt bush (Seriphium plumosum),
an invasive plant species from the fynbos biome, and
Thatch grass (Hyperthelia dissoluta), which has global
land management experts scratching their heads as we
all battle to combat its spread. Burned areas are closely
monitored and regrowth treated chemically with a
selective, systemic herbicide targeting dicotyledonous
plants only. Fire is known for its ability to stimulate seed
production and biodiversity which can already be seen in
the areas. Here are some pictures of wild flowers in bloom
post-burn, and you will be seeing lots of grazing species
in the areas now that the rains have stimulated the growth
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